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Witness the origins of the iconic Horizon Zero Dawn video game in the
thrilling Free Comic Day issue. This captivating prequel comic delves into
the enigmatic past of the beloved protagonist, Aloy, as she sets out on a
perilous quest to uncover her destiny in a world dominated by majestic
machines.

Step into the vibrant and breathtaking realm of Horizon Zero Dawn, where
humanity has long been forgotten. Join Aloy, a young outcast from the Nora
tribe, as she embarks on a life-altering journey to uncover her true heritage
and the secrets of the enigmatic world around her. With stunning
illustrations and a captivating narrative, the Free Comic Day issue sets the
stage for the epic adventure that is Horizon Zero Dawn.

Storyline
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The Horizon Zero Dawn Free Comic Day issue opens with a glimpse of
Aloy's childhood, ostracized from her Nora tribe and raised by Rost, a
skilled hunter. As she turns 18, Aloy must participate in the Proving, a
perilous ritual to determine her place within the tribe. Driven by her
determination to prove her worth, she sets out on a quest that will change
her life forever.

Guided by Rost's wisdom and the mysterious Focus device, Aloy embarks
on a journey that takes her beyond the sacred borders of the Nora lands.
Along the way, she encounters a diverse cast of characters, including the
enigmatic Teersa, the enigmatic Olin, and the cunning Nil. Together, they
brave treacherous terrains, battle formidable machines, and uncover the
secrets of the Old World.

As Aloy's journey unfolds, she uncovers a conspiracy that threatens the
very existence of her tribe. The Free Comic Day issue sets the stage for
the gripping conflicts and epic battles that lie ahead in the Horizon Zero
Dawn story, leaving readers eager to embark on the full adventure.
Characters

The Horizon Zero Dawn Free Comic Day issue introduces a cast of
compelling characters that enrich the narrative and provide depth to the
world of the game.

Aloy: The protagonist of the story, a young outcast from the Nora tribe
who embarks on a quest to uncover her true heritage and the secrets
of the Old World.

Rost: A skilled hunter and mentor to Aloy, who becomes her guardian
and confidant.



Teersa: A wise and respected elder of the Nora tribe, who guides Aloy
on her journey.

Olin: A charming and cunning hunter who joins Aloy on her quest,
providing support and companionship.

Nil: A enigmatic and mysterious figure who aids Aloy in her quest,
while harboring his own hidden motives.

World-Building

The Free Comic Day issue provides a glimpse into the rich and intricate
world of Horizon Zero Dawn, a vibrant and dangerous realm where
humanity has long been forgotten.

Nora Tribe: A matriarchal society that worships nature and follows
strict traditions.

Machines: Majestic and imposing creatures that dominate the world,
ranging from docile Grazers to the formidable Thunderjaws.

Old World: The remnants of a forgotten civilization that left behind
enigmatic ruins and advanced technology.

Forbidden West: A mysterious and unexplored region beyond
theNora lands, rumored to hold many secrets.

The Horizon Zero Dawn Free Comic Day issue is an exceptional to the
beloved video game, offering a captivating prequel story that sets the stage
for the epic journey that is to come. With stunning artwork, well-developed
characters, and immersive world-building, this issue leaves readers
yearning for more.



For fans of theHorizon Zero Dawn franchise, the Free Comic Day issue is a
must-read, expanding on the lore and characters of the game. For those
who are new to the world of Horizon Zero Dawn, it serves as an excellent
starting point to experience the captivating storytelling and stunning visuals
that have made the franchise a critical and commercial success.

Whether you're a seasoned Horizon Zero Dawn aficionado or a newcomer
eager to delve into the world of Aloy, the Free Comic Day issue is a
compelling and engaging read that will leave you eagerly anticipating the
next chapter in this extraordinary tale.
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Death's Second Chance: The Unbelievable
Story of Cris Yeager
On July 29, 2008, Cris Yeager was pronounced dead. But just minutes
later, he was revived by paramedics. He had spent more than 20 minutes
without a pulse...

From Ralphie Kids to Adolescents: The
Journey to Manhood
The transition from childhood to adolescence is a transformative period in
a boy's life. It is a time of rapid physical, emotional, and mental changes
that...
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